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here.Q: Invalid Content-Type I have the below code using AsyncTask, but I get the error in the logcat
: 12-03 22:34:33.392: W/dalvikvm(7346): threadid=9: thread exiting with uncaught exception

(group=0x40a5d930) 12-03 22:34:33.410: E/AndroidRuntime(7346): FATAL EXCEPTION: AsyncTask
#1 12-03 22:34:33.410: E/AndroidRuntime(7346): java.lang.RuntimeException: An error occured

while executing doInBackground() 12-03 22:34:33.410: E/AndroidRuntime(7346): at
android.os.AsyncTask$3.done(AsyncTask.java:299) 12-03 22:34:33.410: E/AndroidRuntime(7346): at
java.util.concurrent.FutureTask$Sync.innerSetException(FutureTask.java:273) 12-03 22:34:33.410:

E/AndroidRuntime(7346): at java.util.concurrent.FutureTask.setException(FutureTask.java:124)
12-03 22:34:33.410: E/AndroidRuntime(7346): at

java.util.concurrent.FutureTask$Sync.innerRun(FutureTask.java:307) 12-03 22:
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meeting of the International Criminal Court (ICC) on Sunday, the United States agreed not to to fly its

flag at the building where the tribunal is based in The Hague if Turkey is never admitted into the
court. In a letter to US representative Luis Almagro, Richard Moon, a prosecutor at the ICC, said it

was "desirable" that the US agree to not fly the American flag at the tribunal's premises if Turkey's
membership bid is rejected. "It should be appreciated that the Security Council may refer the Kosovo
matter to the ICC, with the view to either bringing criminal charges or authorising or acknowledging

an investigation, depending on the outcome of the vote in the Security Council," Moon said. "It is
therefore desirable for the United States to refrain from flying the flag of its respective state at the

premises of the ICC during any such eventuality." The resolution that would grant Turkey's
membership application failed to receive the necessary votes on Friday at the UN General Assembly.

Ankara wants the ICC to open an investigation into the 1999 Nato bombing of Yugoslavia for
allegedly destroying Serbian arms depots in order to pave the way for a bombing campaign against
the Bosnian Serbs. In the meantime, however, Turkey has said it would cut diplomatic ties with the

ICC. "The consensus among the ICC's 39 member states is that Turkey's admission to the Court
cannot take place under the current situation," Moon said in his letter. Turkey's confirmation of its
membership application was made after the court dropped a probe into the killing of 35 Turkish

diplomats in Mexico in 1984, as well as the Khanchi massacre of unarmed Bengali civilians in
Bangladesh in 1971. The ICC said last week it would drop its investigation into the Khanchi

massacre, following "concrete indications" of Turkey's willingness to admit the court.Mark R. Kirk:
'What Apple's Cook Reveals' About AT&T's Plans Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs dies at 56. Apple co-

founder Steve Jobs has died at the age of 56. Jobs reportedly went to the Stanford University medical
center on Wednesday afternoon after being diagnosed with a pancreatic cancer. Apple chairman

Steve Jobs has died at the age of 56. Jobs' death was confirmed by his brother, lawyer, bi
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